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Abstract 
We describe a novel class of exact solutions to the Einstein-Maxwell system for a static, spherically symmetric, anisotropic, and 

charged distribution of matter. We convert the Einstein-Maxwell system's master equation into Bessel and modified Bessel differential 

equations by assuming particular configurations of the electric field and anisotropy. The ensuing solutions turn out to be 

generalizations of the anisotropic and charged stellar model. We study the impact of charge and anisotropy on the mass-radius 

relationship of compact stars and evaluate the physical viability of the solutions using one particular class of solutions. 
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Introduction
The compact object where GR finds use is the pulsar. Since pulsars were initially discovered, precision in observational data 

has greatly increased thanks to technological breakthroughs. Therefore, pulsars continue to spark intense research interest 

among theoretical astronomers. By resolving the pertinent Einstein-Maxwell field equations, it is possible to study 

incredibly dense compact stars like pulsars when there is an electromagnetic field present. Two of the present authors have used 

various strategies to publish a new class of exact solutions to the Einstein-Maxwell system in a number of papers, addressing the 

physical relevance of these solutions in the setting of superdense stars.  The motivation for considering electromagnetic fields with 

or without anisotropic stress has been covered in detail. In an Einstein-Maxwell system, the Coulomb repulsion balances the 

gravitational attraction, preventing the system from collapsing into a point singularity. Ivanov compiled a variety of solutions 

to the Einstein-Maxwell system. On the other hand, Bowers and Liang explored anisotropy's impact on compact stars for the 

first time, which later led numerous researchers to create and examine anisotropic stellar models. Some of the main goals of 

such investigations included stability analysis and setting limitations on the mass to radius ratio M/R. To examine the impact of 

charge and anisotropy on the mass-radius relationship of relativistic compact stars, we provide a novel set of exact solutions to the 

Einstein-Maxwell system. We then use these solutions to conduct our analysis. We select a physically plausible form for the electr-
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-ic field strength, the measure of anisotropy, and the gravitational potential grr, and we create a master equation that 

becomes integrable for specific model parameter selections. Our research supports past findings that the mass-radius 

relationship of compact stars can be finely tuned by altering the electric field and/or anisotropy. Charged compact objects 

become less compact when anisotropy is present. The effects intensify with substantially higher electric field and anisotropic 

stress values. One hopes to gain a better understanding of the Equation of State (EOS) of such compositions and other factors 

that can affect the compactness of such stars as observational data on pulsar masses and radii continue to provide more accurate 

measurements. We apply a specific solution found in this research and employ numerical approaches to produce the mass-radius 

relationship in an effort to investigate the effects of electric field and anisotropy on compactness. 

Conclusion 

We were able to create a significantly larger class of solutions to the Einstein-Maxwell system by incorporating a more general 

form of the electric field and the anisotropic factor than previously thought of. The advantage of the new class of solutions is that 

the general form of the closed-form solutions can be used to examine all possible compositions (isotropic and uncharged, isotropic 

and charged, anisotropic and uncharged and anisotropic and charged) (isotropic and uncharged, isotropic and charged, anisotropic 

and uncharged and anisotropic and charged). This makes it easier to examine the effects of anisotropy and the electric field on the 

mass-radius relationship of compact stars. 
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